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ABSTRACT:

A new approach to broadcast in wormhole routed three-dimensional networks is proposed. One of the most important processes in communication and parallel computation is broadcast approach. The approach of this case of Broadcasting is to send the message from one source to all destinations in the network which corresponds to one-to-all communication. Wormhole routing is a fundamental routing mechanism in modern parallel computers which is characterized with low communication latency. We show how to apply this approach to 3-D meshes. Wormhole routing is divided the packets into set of FLITS (flow control digits). The first Flit of the packet (Header Flit) is containing the destination address and all subsets flits will follow the routing way of the header Flit. In this paper, we consider an efficient algorithm for broadcasting on an all-port wormhole-routed 3D mesh with arbitrary size. We introduce an efficient algorithm, Y-Hamiltonian Layers Broadcast (Y-HLB). In this paper the behaviors of this algorithm were compared to the previous results, our paradigm reduces broadcast latency and is simpler. In this paper our simulation results show the average of our proposed algorithm over the other algorithms that presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multicomputer architecture is one of the most and important approach that is used in the computation and high speed computing algorithms. The communications in multicomputer system is very important for several reasons; the first one is to exchange or event synchronization. The second one efficient communication has been recognized to be critical for high performance computing. The topology of Multicomputer system can be consists of several nodes that are connected together in a special way each of node consist of microprocessor and local memory. The n-dimensional meshes or k-ary n-cubes is the most topology that is used in multicomputer networks because their regular topologies and simple routing. According to their topologies, the meshes, tori, hypercubes and trees is the most commonly used in multicomputer network. The implementation of the mesh topology is very easy and very simple, so they used easy to understand and used. These properties which are necessary for every topology design [1]. Recent interest in multicomputer systems is therefore concentrated on two-dimensional or three-dimensional mesh and torus networks. Such technology has been adopted by the Intel Touchstone DELTA [2], MIT J-machine [3], Intel Paragon [4] and [5], Caltech MOSAIC [6], Cray T3D and T3E [7] and [8].

One of the most widely used in multicomputer systems is Wormhole routing. One of the efficient message routing algorithms of multicomputers is wormhole-switching. The routing algorithms used wormhole routing widely because of some reasons, firstly the communication latency that required to buffering a message is very low [9]. Secondly, it characterized with low communication latency [10]. In wormhole routing, each message is divided into packets; the
packets are serialized into a sequence of flits (flow control units) for transmission. The channel can accept or refuse this flits which is the smallest unit of packets [11]. The header flit of a message governs the route, and the remaining flits follow it in a pipeline fashion through the network. All destination addresses information of the message will be stored in the header flit, so the header flits is going and the remaining flits follow it. When the header flit rout in a channel and this channel is busy then the header is blocked until one of those channels is freed; the routing stream within network will be blocked the trailing flits. Wormhole routing avoids using storage bandwidth in the nodes through which messages are routed. The message latency in Wormhole routing is quite insensitive to the destination nodes in the network. When set of message is blocked because the channel that is required is used by another message then deadlock is occurred. The communication in the network will be blocked when deadlock is occurred, so the communication can be done when exceptional action is taken to break this deadlock [12], [13]. According to these features, The research propose many wormhole routing algorithms in the network communication that can be founded in [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] and [22].

The main facility of the wormhole routing is the communication latency, where it independent of the distance between the source and destination nodes; it consists of three parts, start-up latency network latency, and blocking latency. The time is required to start a message is called the start-up latency, which involves operation system overheads. The network latency consists of channel propagation and router latencies, i.e., the elapsed time after the head of a message has entered the network at the source until the tail of the message emerges from the network at the destination. The delays that occurred for the message during routing algorithms is called the blocking latency [23].

Broadcast is one of the most basic communication routing algorithm in multicomputer where the source send the message to all nodes in the network. Efficient broadcast communication is widely used. This is because it’s useful in message-passing applications, and is also necessary in several other operations, such as replication and barrier synchronization [24], which are supported in data parallel languages. In the past few years many studies produced different algorithms for broadcast communication in wormhole-routed networks [25], [26] [27] and [28]. A broadcasting algorithm is produced in several fields such as management of shared variables for distributed programming, image processing, data copying in database of large-scale network, and data collection in wireless sensor network (WSN), and for this, an effective broadcasting algorithm is necessary [29].

The topology of mesh that used in this paper is 3-D mesh with Bi-directional channels. The 3-D mesh can be modeled as a graph M (V, E) where each node represent a processor in V (M) and each edge represent a communication channel in E (M). The mesh graph is formally defined below. Where m (rows) x n (columns) x r (layers) 3-D mesh comprises mnr nodes connected in a grid fashion.

**Definition 1:** A 3-D mesh graph of m x n x r is a directed graph M (V, E), which is supply the following conditions :-

\[ V(M) = \{(x, y, z) | 0 \leq x < m, 0 \leq y < n, 0 \leq z < r \} \quad \text{and} \]
\[ E(M) = \{(x_i, y_i, z_i), (x_j, y_j, z_j) \} | (x_i, y_i, z_i), (x_j, y_j, z_j) \in V(G), \]
\[ |x_i-x_j| + |y_i-y_j| + |z_i-z_j| = 1 \}

The mesh topology supports three kinds of ports as follow:- One-Port, Multi-Ports and All-Ports [30]. The All-Port router model where routers can send/receive multiple messages simultaneously.
to a neighboring node is used in this paper, and that node can simultaneously send/receive messages along all ejection and injection channels [31] and [32].

Hamilton path is the most and important approach that is used for broadcast routing. The new broadcast routing algorithm used Hamiltonian model for 3-D mesh multicomputer is produced in this paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works. The Hamiltonian model to the 3-D mesh networks is presented in Section 3 and also we introduce our new algorithm in this section. In Section 4 we examine and compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with other previous algorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes this study.

2. RELATED WORKS

Interconnection networks are used in massively parallel computers to allow cooperation between several nodes (processing elements). An important advantage of Hamiltonian paths is to design a deadlock-free algorithm of wormhole-routed network. The basic function of an interconnection network is the routing algorithm. The path from a source node to a destination node in a network is called routing Algorithm. In this section we produce two routing algorithm depends in Hamiltonian paths that are presented in [33].

2.1 3-DHB algorithm.

The 3-DHB algorithm exploits the features of Hamiltonian paths (using Humiliation label equation for 3-D mesh that is presented in [33] to implement broadcast in two message-passing steps. The source in 3-DHB algorithm divide the network into two subnetworks $N_U$ and $N_L$, in subnetwork $N_U$ the routing direction is from nodes that their labeled from low to high number and in $N_L$ the routing direction is from nodes that their labeled from high to low numbers [33].

In 3-DHB, the destination set $D$ is divided by the source node into two subsets, $D_U$ and $D_L$. All destination nodes in $D_U$ are located in $N_U$ and all destination nodes in $D_L$ are located in $N_L$. The message will be sent to destination nodes in $D_U$ by the source using channels in $N_U$ subnetwork and to destination nodes in $D_L$ using channels in $N_L$ subnetwork.

The source sort the destination nodes in $D_U$ in ascending order and the destination nodes in $D_L$ in descending order, where L value is the key label in both cases. The source construct the two messages and sent them into tow disjoint subnetworks $N_U$ and $N_L$, one containing $D_U$ as part of the header and the other containing $D_L$ as part of the header [33].

To study the performance of 3-DHB algorithm, consider the example shown in Fig. 1 for a 4 x 4 x 4 mesh topology labeling using a Hamiltonian path. A broadcast is sent to all nodes in 3-D mesh by the source node that has Hamilton labeled 25 and an integer coordinate (1, 1, 1).
The 3-DSPHB algorithm for All-Port 3-D mesh based on the Hamiltonian paths to implement broadcast in six message-passing steps. The major concept of All-Port architecture is that the local processor can send and receive multiple messages simultaneously. The difference between 3-DHB and 3-DSPHB routing algorithm is that how many message preparation can be operated at the source node. In the 3-DSPHB routing algorithm the destination sets $D_U$ and $D_L$ of the 3-DHB algorithm are further partitioned. The source divide the set $D_U$ into six subsets, The first one containing the all nodes whose x coordinates are greater than or equal the x coordinate of a source, the second one containing the all nodes whose x coordinates are smaller than the x coordinate of a source, the third one containing the all nodes whose y coordinates are greater than or equal the y coordinate of a source, the fourth one containing the all nodes whose y coordinates are smaller than the y coordinate of a source, the fifth one containing the all nodes whose z coordinates are greater than or equal the z coordinate of a source and the sixth one containing the all nodes whose z coordinates are smaller the z coordinate of a source. The source divides $D_L$ as the same partitioned schema that expressed for $D_U$ [33].

To study the performance of 3-DSPHB algorithm, consider the example shown in Fig. 2 for a 4 x 4 x 4 mesh topology labeling using a Hamiltonian path. A broadcast is sent to all nodes in 3-D mesh by the source node that has Hamilton labeled 25 and an integer coordinate (1, 1, 1).
2.3 General Three-Dimension Tow-Phase Multicast (GTDTPM)

In the GTDTPM algorithm the source divide the network into two subnetworks, \( N_U \) and \( N_L \). \( N_U \) contains all nodes which their labels are greater than label of the source and \( N_L \) have all nodes which their labels are smaller label of the source. The path followed by a message is defined by a deterministic routing function which uses the labeling of the Hamiltonian path. We denote this routing function by \( R_d \). It is defined as a function of the node currently holding a message, and the destination node of this message. The neighboring node which the message should send to it is returns by \( R_d : V \times V \rightarrow V \). More specialize, if \( u \) represent the current node and \( v \) represent the destination node, then \( R_d (u, v) = w \), where \( w \) represent the neighboring node of \( u \), and, if \( L(u) < L(v) \), then we have the following equation [34].

\[
L(w) = \max \{L(z)| L(z) \leq L(v) \text{ and } z \text{ is a neighboring node of } u\}
\]

or, if \( L(u) > L(v) \), then we have the following equation:

\[
L(w) = \min \{L(z)| L(z) \geq L(v) \text{ and } z \text{ is a neighboring node of } u\}
\]

2.4 General Three-Dimension Binary Tow-Phase Multicast (GTDBTPM)

The main idea of GTDBTPM algorithm is based on splitting the 3-D mesh network into set of layers. We can show the 3-D mesh network as set of layers; where each layer can be represented as layer of 2-D mesh network. Fig. 3 represents 3 x 3 x 3 mesh (each node in the mesh is represented by its integer coordinate \((x, y, z)\)), we can show that there are three layers of 3 x 3 2-D mesh, the \( z \) coordinate for the first mesh is 0, for the second mesh is 1, and for the third mesh is 2. Rely for 3-D mesh \( m \times n \times r \), we have \( r \) layers of \( m \times n \) 2-D mesh. The \( z \) coordinate for the first layer is 0, for the second layer is 1, and for the last layer is \( r-1 \). In the source the GTDBTPM algorithm will be divided the network according to \( z \) coordinate into two subnetworks \( N_{z<1} \) and \( N_{z>1} \).
z. The all upper diagonal channels of the source with addresses \((x, y, z), (x, y, z+1)\) is located at Subnetwork \(N_{ez}\), and all lower diagonal channels of source with addresses \((x, y, z), (x, y, z-1)\) is located at subnetwork \(N_{e-z}\) contains [35].

![Diagram of 3D mesh network](image)

**Fig. 3** The routing pattern of GTDBTPM algorithm

### 3. THE PROPOSED WORKS

#### 3.1 Hamiltonian Models to the 3-D Mesh Networks as Set of Layers.

One of the most important ways for designing deadlock free algorithm using wormhole routing is Hamiltonian-path. So we used Hamiltonian-path routing algorithm in this paper. Our target mesh is 3-D mesh topology using a Hamiltonian path where the messages are routed using the facilities of the Hamiltonian path.

A 3-D mesh network can be divided into set of row layers. We can give each layer of 3-D mesh a label with Hamilton model. In the following, we give the node labeling function \(\ell(u)\) for a 3-D mesh. For an \(m \times n \times r\) 3-D mesh, a label function \(\ell\) can be expressed to each Layer (according to y dimension) of 3-D mesh which can be expressed in terms of the x-, y- and z-coordinates as follows:

\[
\ell(x, y, z) = \begin{cases} 
  n^*z + x & \text{if } z \text{ is even} \\
  n^*z + (n - x - 1) & \text{if } z \text{ is odd}
\end{cases}
\]

A unique number can be expressed to each node in each layer using the above labeling function starts from 0, followed by 1, and so on until the last node labeled \(m^*r-1\).

Using the Hamiltonian model labeling, each layer (set of row layers) can be partitioned into two subnetworks. The first one is called high-channel network which consist of all channels where their routing directions are from the nodes labeled from low to high number. The second one is called the low-channel network which consists of all channels where their routing directions are from the nodes labeled from high to low numbers. According to this partition schema, the network will be divided into two disjoint subnetworks and each subnetwork has its independent set of physical links in the network.

A Hamiltonian labeling strategy for \(3 \times 3 \times 3\) 3-D mesh can be shown in Fig. 4(a), the integer coordinate \((x, y, z)\) can be used to represent a physical position for every node in 3-D mesh and
show us there are three layers of subnet works according to y coordinates. A high-channel subnetwork can be shown in Fig. 4(b) for each layer. A low-channel subnetwork can be shown in Fig. 4(c) for each layer.

3.2 The proposed algorithm: - Y-Hamiltonian Layers Broadcast (Y-HLB)

The basic idea of our proposed algorithm (Y-HLB) In this paper is based on splitting the 3-D mesh network into set of layers. Each layer will be labeled with Hamilton model that presented in section 3.1. Rely; if we have m x n x r 3-D mesh, then we have n layers of mesh. We can formally the sub-networks by the following expression:
\(N_{y_0} = \{(x, y, z) \mid (0 \leq x < m), (y = 0), (0 \leq z < r)\}\),
\(N_{y_1} = \{(x, y, z) \mid (0 \leq x < m), (y = 1), (0 \leq z < r)\}\),
\[
\vdots
\]
\(N_{y_{n-1}} = \{(x, y, z) \mid (0 \leq x < m), (y = n-1), (0 \leq z < r)\}\)

Suppose the source node named \(u_0\) have the following coordinate \((x_0, y_0, z_0)\), and the rest nodes in the 3-D mesh is named \(D\). The simple idea of this algorithm is as follow:

**Step 1:** The source split the \(D\) into 2 subsets \(D_S\) and \(D_R\). where \(D_S\) contain the nodes which their \(y\) coordinates are equal \(y_0\), \(D_R\) contain the rest nodes which their \(y\) coordinates are not equal \(y_0\).

Formally, the subsets are described by the following expression:

\[D_S = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D, (0 \leq x < m), (y = y_0), (0 \leq z < r)\}\]
\[D_R = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D, (0 \leq x < m), (y \neq y_0), (0 < z < r)\}\]

**Step 2:** The source node divides \(D_S\) into two subsets \(D_U\) and \(D_L\) as follows:

\[D_U = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D_S, \ell(x, y, z) > \ell((x_0, y_0, z_0))\}\]
\[D_L = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D_S, \ell(x, y, z) < \ell((x_0, y_0, z_0))\}\]

**Step 3:** The source sort the nodes in \(D_U\) in ascending order and the destination nodes in \(D_L\) in descending order as the label key.

**Step 4:** The source construct two messages, the first one is containing nodes in \(D_U\) as part of the header and the second one is containing nodes in \(D_L\) as part of the header. The message will be sent to subset \(D_U\) through subnetwork \(N_U\) by the source and will be sent to subset \(D_L\) through subnetwork \(N_L\).

**Step 5:** The source divides \(D_R\) into 2 subsets \(D_{RU}U\) and \(D_{RL}\), where \(D_{RUU}\) contain the nodes which their \(y\) coordinates are greater than \(y_0\) and \(D_{RL}\) contain the nodes which their \(y\) coordinates are smaller than \(y_0\).

Formally, the subsets of \(D_{RUU}\) are described by the following expression:

\[D_{RU0} = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D_{RUU}, (0 \leq x < m), (y = y_0 + 1), (0 \leq z < r)\}\]
\[D_{RU1} = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D_{RUU}, (0 \leq x < m), (y = y_0 + 2), (0 \leq z < r)\}\]
\[
\vdots
\]
\[D_{RUn} = \{(x, y, z) \mid (x, y, z) \in D_{RUU}, (x \leq 0 < m), (y = n-1), (0 \leq z < r)\}\]

Formally, the subsets of \(D_{RL}\) are described by the following expression:
Step 6: Each above subset of $D_{RYU}$ represents a layer. The source sends the message to a node, which is represented by its integer coordinate $(x_0, y_0+1, z_0)$ which will be act as a source on its layer, to a node represented by its integer coordinate $(x_0, y_0+2, z_0)$ which will be act as a source on its layer and so on to a node represented by its integer coordinate $(x_0, y_{n-1}, z_0)$ which will be act as a source on its layer. All the alternative sources will send the message to all nodes in their layers by repeating the above steps from step2 to step 4.

Step 7: Repeat step 6 for subset $D_{RYL}$.

Theorem 1: Y-HLB algorithm is deadlock-free.

Proof: At the source node, Y-HLB algorithm divides the network into n disjoint subnetworks. This is obvious since $N_{y_0} \cap N_{y_1} \cap N_{y_2} \ldots \cap N_{y_{n-1}} = \emptyset$. Then Y-HLB algorithm is deadlock-free at each subnetwork. If we proof that there are no dependencies in each subnetwork we will complete our proof. Each subnetwork will be divided into two disjoint subnetworks $N_U$ and $N_L$. In $N_U$ a message entering a node and always leaves on a node with label greater than label of entered node, while in $N_L$ a message entering a node and always leaves on a node with label lower than label of entered node, therefore, no cyclic dependency can exist among the channels. So Y-HLB is deadlock-free.

3.3. Comparative study

To study the performance of Y-HLB algorithm, consider the example shown in Fig. 5. In fig. 5 we have 3-D mesh $4 \times 4 \times 4$ which is labeling using a Hamiltonian path that expressed in Section 3.1 for each layer. The broadcast will be sent to all nodes in 3-D mesh via the source node which have Hamilton labeled 9 at layer 2 and have an integer coordinate $(1, 1, 1)$.

The routing pattern of Y-HLB algorithm is shown with bold lines as shown in Fig. 5 for each layer, where first layer have y coordinate =0, second layer have y coordinate =1, third layer have y coordinate =2 and fourth layer have y coordinate =3.
4. SIMULATION

In order to compare the performance of our proposed broadcast routing algorithms, the simulation program used to model broadcast communication in 3-D mesh networks is written in VC++ and uses an event-driven simulation package, CSIM [36]. One of the most known simulations that is used to execute testing in parallel way and provides a very realistic environment is known as CSIM. The simulation program for broadcast communication is part of a larger simulator, called MultiSim [37]. To simulate broadcast routing in 3-D mesh with different sizes, we can use MultiSim.

The performance of our proposed algorithm with broadcast routing is studied by using large number of different source nodes randomly and different size of messages with different injection rate. All simulations were performed for a 6 x 6 x 6 3-D mesh. The software that used to buffers allocating, messages, copy message and router initializing, etc overhead is called the startup latency $\beta$. The message is divided into flits, so the number of these flits in a message denotes the message length.

In order to evaluate our proposed algorithm Y-HLB, we compare its performance with 3-DHB and 3-DSPHB algorithms that is presented in [33]. The average broadcast latencies of three algorithms across different message lengths (100 bytes to 2000 bytes) and startup latency $\beta$ is set to 100 microseconds are shown in Fig. 6. The advantage of the Y-HLB algorithm is significant. In Y-HLB the source node divided the net into $n$ subnets (no. of columns) as shown in section 3.2 and each subnets works as independent layer, so the path from source node to destination nodes in each layer is less than the path in the 3-DHB and 3-DSPHB routing algorithms; this advantage can be shown in termed of generated traffic. Since communication latency in wormhole-routed broadcast systems is dependent on the length of the message, average latencies of Y-HLB algorithm is less sensitive as the length of the message as shown in Figure 6. A good behavior of the algorithm path is depends strongly on the start-up time that is required for each algorithm. Because 3-DSPHB is all-ports it takes six startup latency times while 3-DHB takes only two start up latency times, so The 3-DHB is peter performance than 3-DSPHB and the length of the path to reach the destination is decreasing in 3-DHB algorithm.
Figs 7 shows the network latency that obtained by the three algorithms where we used various network loads. We have fixed the startup latency $\beta$ as 100 microseconds and we have fixed the message length as 300 flits. The performance of our proposed algorithm Y-HLB is the best. Fig. 7 shows us that the disadvantage behavior of the 3-DSPHB algorithm is increases with the injection rate increased.

The source node in Y-HLB divide the destination nodes into 4 subset, in 3-DHB the source divide the destination nodes into two subsets while in 3-DSPHB divide destination nodes into six subsets, so when any flits from another broadcast message is send and the recent broadcast transmission is not complete, then these flits will be blocked until the recent broadcast is complete. In fact, if the load is very high, the 3-DSPHB may decrease system throughput and increase message latency. Because the y-HLB are shortest paths from source to destinations (set of individual layers), its performance dose not effect when loads on net is very high. So y-HLB is the best good performance.
5. CONCLUSION

One of the most important parallel communications is broadcast approach, which is highly demanded in parallel applications that are implemented on massively parallel computers. In this paper we introduce a new algorithm for broadcast wormhole routing in 3-D mesh. We explain our proposed broadcasting algorithm (Y-HLB) which can deliver the message to all nodes in the mesh that connected to the source node. Our proposed algorithm is easy to use and understood. We have also shown that our proposed algorithm is deadlock-free. The performance study shows that the proposed algorithm y-HLB is the best performance than the existing algorithms 3-DHB and 3-DSHPB. Y-HLB algorithm is less sensitive to message length and injection rate. Our proposed algorithm is better than the presented algorithms, because the paths from source to destinations are shortest. Our proposed algorithm can be developing and extending to higher dimensional networks.
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